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What could seem a paradox for
certain sun protective products is
that when applying them on the
skin for self protection it may induce at the same time a photo
degradation and less efficiency, due
to the UV irradiation.
The photo (un) stability of the
solar products is often perceived
like a negative contribution of such
or such filters or formulas. Everyone would agree it would be necessary to do everything to have only
filters and/or products fully photo
stable,. This may be for the future
due the current state of the market
offer about UV filters. Indeed, it is
possible to make judicious choices
of combination of filters to reduce
this phenomena but most combinations are patented as it is a real
know-how and advantage.
However, it is not the usage to
control and even less to assert the
lost of performance due to the bad
resistance to photo exposure of
products which purpose... is to be
irradiated!
What is photo stability? Which
incidence on the product? Why
were not methods earlier been
organized? Can one be satisfied of
a taking into account of the photo
degradation of the products with
pre irradiation step induced in the
In Vivo and proceed as well for In
Vitro testing? Which are the ideal
conditions of realization of such a
test? Does the formulator gain to

know the photo behavior of his
formula or would it be enough just
to know the “residual” performance after a certain irradiation? Is it
an advantage for the consumer to
know about this characteristic of
the product since the claim indices
already take account of a certain
degradation? Finally, if it is necessary to evaluate the photo stability
of the products, what do we have
How to define photo stability?
to do?
There is normally no photoreaction or photo-oxidation with the
majority of the current ingredients
of cosmetic products when they
are in a bulk or packaged in good
conditions. But when the products
are spread out over the skin, the
heat-transferring at skin surface
and the contact of air charged with
oxygen are adequate conditions for
chemical reactions, The more the
product undergoes an important
photo irradiation, the more thermodynamic conditions are complied for a risk of inducing photo
reactions (1). When besides, said
product claims UV protection, It
will be “normally” used under a
consequent irradiation. Lastly, since
it is formulated to this end, he contains particular molecules which are
the filters. The principle of the UV
filters (mainly organic ones) is to be
photo reagents to absorb or convert the energy in order to avoid
the noxious effects of UV by inducing photochemical reactions (2)
The photo reactivity is thus com-

Quite a surprising affair!
Last month a no commercial company has tried in a fruitless way to
hijack(!) an order of Helioplates HD
made by one of our US customer. They
tried several times to substitute the
HELIOPLATE™ HD with a “new”
substrate so called ...SUNPLATE to
enhance the confusion (!) .
They didn’t hesitate to claim « We
think that there is no difference between the two products. !!”
………………….Nothing less!!
Our customers have to pay attention
because it is not the first attempt to do
it. Each time, all is done to create the
confusion especially with the name of
the companies. Even our protocols and
reports are copied but of course, not
our way of proceeding.
We have to remind we are no
longer helioscience™ for several
years and are HelioScreen™ the
only lab created 10 years ago by
myself.
It is quite obvious if any new competitor try to copy even create the
confusion it is because we make reference and we are proud for that. But all
the same, this is far from being honest!
Our laboratory is certified BVQI ISO
9001 and has a “real” infrastructure.
Any customer can come and visit even
audit our laboratory recently moved
near Paris.
The fact is it still is possible for anyone to propose In Vitro testing even
neither with any structure nor external
controls but it’s up to the customer to
check and you have to require references, not just words!
Fortunately time will come when In
Vitro testing will be controlled as In Vivo
and we do our best that it arrives the
sooner as possible.
It is of our interest...but also of
yours!
DL

A new representation of HelioScreen in Japan
Last year HelioScreen firmed a partnership with Labsphere Inc
in the United States for the distribution of the Helioplates HD in
the Americas.
Since last month there is a new step in the worldwide representation of the company (which have now its 66% turnover
coming out of France) with a new partnership firmed in Tokyo
with Sanyo.Trading Co for the distribution in Japan.
With the US and the Japanese representations of HelioScreen,
D Lutz had conferences in October with about 50 Nippon firms
in Tokyo and Osaka.
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Introduction:

Editorial ...

Patents ...
Patent PCT/JP2009/055775
SHI SEI DO
COMPANY,
LTD. [JP/JP]; 5-5, Ginza 7-chome,
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 1048010 (JP) (All Except
U
S
)
.
MIURA, Yoshimasa [JP/JP]; (JP) (US
O
n
l
y
)
.
MIZUNO, Hiroko [JP/JP]; (JP) (US Only).
HATAO, Masato [JP/JP]; (JP) (US Only).
OOGURI, Motoki [JP/JP]; (JP) (US Only).
HARA, Yusuke [JP/JP]; (JP) (US Only).

A skin-substitutive membrane includes one surface on which a
groove-like recessed part having a
cross section of chamfered V-shape
and a flat surface part. The arithmetic average roughness (Sa) of the one
surface is 10 to 50 &mgr;m, and the
recessed parts is 50 to 500 &mgr;m
in width, 30 to 150 &mgr;m in depth,
and 50 to 100% in spectral transmissivity of a light having a wavelength
of 290 to 400 nm.
Comments/ This international patent
covers the proposal made by JCIA in
ISO Group presented in Kyoto.

Patent EP2181697 deposed
5/05/10 by SHISEIDO CO
LTD concerning :
The object of the invention is to
provide an o/w emulsified sunscreen
cosmetic that is superior in stability
and the sensation during use.

- Patent

EP2213336 déposé le
4/08/10 par JOHNSON &
JOHNSON
CONSUMER
[US] The present invention is directed to a stable, minimal energy
required self-assembling lamellar and
spherulite composition comprising:
mixture water,fatty alcohol, fatty acid,
salt of fatty acid, polyglyceryl fatty
acid ester and oils. The present invention relates to composition that
can benefit eye mildness, even distribution of sunscreen physical filters on
skin and enhanced stability.

To keep in mind...

- A study led by Cosmetics and Toiletries of 22/09/10 shows that the consumers want a solar protection included in their products of make-up.
( Short available article)
- An article, always in Cosmetics and
Toiletries - September on stemming
2010, pg 32 - 7 pages having for title
Meeting the UVA challenge: Inorganiconly Sun Protection by Paul Staniland,
PhD, and Julian p. Hewitt, Croda Sun
Care and Biopolymers

Photo stability and pre irradiation:
Thus if all the filters have - a priori- a capacity to
photo react, they will be classified as photo stable
when the thermodynamic process is balanced more or
less by a return at the initial state with to some extent
of the remanent properties of protection during the
exposure time.
The principle of reaction (3) consists of the absorption of a photon at a quite specific wavelength due to
a chromophore (combination of several double connections) contain in UV filter molecules. These particular wavelengths and the type of reaction which will
occurred will depend not only on the chromophoric
groups but also on the chemical conformation which
influences the resonance of the molecule. In other
words, the reaction will not be only dependent on the
molecule of filter considered but on the formulation
itself!
This energy is considerable since a photon around
300nm has the same energy as that necessary to break
a covalent bond in an organic molecule (3). It will
cause the passage of the molecule of an at-rest state
towards an excited state.
It is in fact the “return” towards the normal state
after having dissipated the energy which will predispose of what one identifies like a state of photo instability for a filter given in his environment

(Continuation…..)

quantitatively. not even identifying it
In Vitro method will be considered as validated only
when a perfect correlation is established. However if
that is relatively established when the products do not
evolve, it is much more difficult to regulate the problem of the relevance of a “preliminary degradation” by
a pre irradiation of which the effects would be identical to what occurs during the In Vivo test. Too many
studies of correlation without pre irradiation do not
even make a difference in analysis according to the
potential photo degradation of the product because
Why the photo stability is even not claimed
even no more studied?

they do not evaluate although having values of In Vivo
index. The result of the correlation (6) may be quite
affected for photo unstable products.
It is not that the “tools” do not exist, although as for
other types of evaluation, a consensus has not been
yet reach on a specific method, it is rather than it
seems that the lack of such a consensual method is
not so critical!! One can consider that there are for
that three simple and pragmatic reasons:
1) If one considers the way of controlling the products by the methods recognized as “references” (In
What are the consequences of the photo sta- Vivo methods), they consist t in their basic principle, in
bility?
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rectly to new compounds which
with a consequent energy since it requires lower duraare not always wished and even known in the formula- tion of irradiation than that which it is under “natural”
tion. As shown previously, not only the level of degra- conditions of exposure, the phenomenon of photo
dation but also the nature of these compounds can be degradation, occurs (if the formula is photo unstadifferent according to conformation from the same ble…) and thus it is considered that this “negative”
molecule when being irradiate. To quote only one aspect of the formulation is to some extent taken into
known example Butyl methoxy di benzoyl methane,
very much used in filtration UVA with fact the object account in the final result.
2) The so called “reference methods” are historiof many studies on becoming to it molecule with the
irradiation according to its environment (3) (4), That cally based on biological processes (reaction of the
has been also studied on other filters depending on skin to a certain irradiation). In the past the SPF was
the vehicle or solvent (5). One can thus never envis- regarded besides as the only indicator. The photo
age the photochemical behavior of the product by degradation is of course due to a chemical reaction
considering only the filters, except choosing filters and it cannot be evaluated by a biological “endpoint”.
fully photo stable whatever their condition of use but At the very least, if one wanted to In Vivo carry out a
these ones alone do not make it possible to fill all method in conformity with the spirit of the methods,
one could only measure the effects of a photo degrarequirements of the market!
dation by comparing a product not irradiated vs irradiAn unexpected consequence of the level of photo ated considering its level of protection. And still in this
(un) stability which does not influence the quality of case, there would be a new degradation during the
the product is that… the validation of in vitro method evaluation. Thus the “traditional” methods did not
is made very difficult due to the behavior of these make it possible to consider this characteristic of the
products! Indeed the In Vivo method including in its formula (except considering filter by filter, which is
principle a phase of irradiation, the In Vivo SPF takes not satisfactory as explained further on) and photo in
into account the photo degradation if it occurs but stability possibility although known and recognized
without for that, neither determining it qualitatively or could not be evaluated on an overall basis without the
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use of the method of In Vitro transmission which is
a physicochemical approach of the level of protection of the formula.
3) Lot of formulators still think that the possible photo degradation of the products is taken
into account in the course of evaluation by In Vivo
tests So they consider only the residual value is of
interest and it is comfortable not to comply with
an additional evaluation. As the phenomenon is
known of long date (and in addition better and
better controlled), if a method would have to be
imposed, it would been an In vitro method by
transmission. At this stage, we have to remind
about the difficulty of even making admit these
kind of methods, considering that they were not
controlled. Let us not forget that the first
“official” method In Vitro (In Vitro UVA COLIPA)
require an In Vivo result for an internal adjustment. And so much worse if by reasoning in this
way the consequence are that we have complicated considerably the validation of an In Vitro SPF
method adding to the list of already huge challenges concerning spreading the perennial debate
of the pre irradiation conditions. As a matter of
fact, it could have been considered that this
method is worth without pre irradiation as long
the final result must be adjusted depending on the
chemical photo behavior of the product - defined
by a suitable method to obtain, in fine, the correlation with the results of the evaluation In vivo.
Can we be satisfied with a consideration
of the photo degradation of products
due to the compulsory irradiation step
within the In Vivo process?
It seems attractive to state that evaluating by In
Vivo process is enough to take into account the
fact that the product is degraded . Indeed we can
consider what we claim is the end-result, but that
is not scientifically satisfactory. If for example one
compares two products with a end SPF of 20, the
first being photo stable and the second very photo
instable with an initial value of 50 for example, can
we consider that the “intrinsic quality” of the two
products is at the same level? There is besides
often confusion between what is called
“Determination of the photo stability” of a product and the application of a pre irradiation before
measurement of such or such index.
The determination of the photo stability such as
it is described afterwards, not only makes it possible to observe a photochemical degradation but in
addition to evaluate the kinetic of the reactions
making it possible any extrapolation (if one took
care to measure several levels of irradiation) in a
word to determine the photochemical behavior of
the product.
The application of a pre irradiation step ,in a
way induced in the In Vivo test, or added in the In
Vitro test, once allows only the evaluation “in fine”

of the properties of the product after being degraded, and
within the supposed limits
maximum of its use. It is thus
well a shame to have to incorporate in the method
evaluation of the In Vitro SPF
a pre irradiation step, as we
would have the possibility of
studying its photo behavior as
a prior requirement.:

That unnecessarily complicates a method which has already lots of causes of
variability in particular related on spreading out
and nature of the product (independently of this
parameter).
That absolutely brings us no information on
the intrinsic properties of the product whereas
the knowledge of the photochemical behavior of a
product intended to protect from the irradiation
is not stripped of interest!
Even by imagining very complicated solutions ),
there will be no “ideal” conditions of simulations
of the degradation of the products during the
testing In Vtro to reproduce it in a phase of pre
The conditions of realization of a test of
photo stability by an in Vitro method
irradiation of In Vitro test.
A method had been studied one decade ago
within the framework of a COLIPA task force. It
broke up into two parts: on the one hand a measurement of transmission and on the other hand a
method of dosage of the filters by HPLC (7) be-

Dissipation of energy from the
excited state
Several ways are possible for the dissipation of
energy (3) since the excited state. Most common
are a transition from a state towards another with
a weak transfer of energy towards another molecule and the emission of a small quantity of heat; It
is the most common reaction of the filters the final
state will be able however to depend on the conformation of the molecule during the excitation.
Another possibility is the transfer of energy by
fluorescence which consists as a re emission of a
photon but with a more important wavelength. A
photo ionization, requiring an acceptor for the
electron is very rare and requires a very important
energy level. Finally it could be preserved a more
stable excited state which will be able to generate
free radicals which will be absorbed normally on
the surface of the skin.
(see previous page)

fore and after irradiation. The difficulty at that
time of controlling the acquisition of the curves of
absorption undoubtedly related on the used substrate and the spread out quantity (quartz Plates
home made roughened between 2 and 10 microns) . Results made retain for the final publication incomplete and undoubtedly very little used
analytical method based on HPLC. However, the
total method of the comparison of the absorption
spectra is that which is the most relevant to get a
total evaluation of the photo dynamic stability of a
product anti UV. It remains to control in a way as
reproducible and reliable as possible the absorption spectra and the COLIPA soon will start again
the study of this method under conditions of
study which could be only more adequate. Al-

though not being the subject of a recommendation, many laboratories whose our institute, use
for long this method with some adaptations since
the first work of the COLIPA holding account of
the evolution of the materials (in particular of the
substrate) but also of pragmatic observations at
the time of the installation of operational protocols.
So in order than the method is most relevant as
possible, some guiding principles should not be
forgotten:
1/The photo degradation of a product is a
chemical phenomenon. One should not reason
from the “biological” indices for example comparing the SPF before and after irradiation to evaluate
a photo degradation. It would be only a partial
evaluation even distorted of the photo behavior
of the product. Of course once this property
studied quantitatively and qualitatively, one will be
able and will have to evaluate the consequences
of them on the “biological” indices (SPF, UVA PF
etc…).
2/Methodology used is a measurement of diffuse
transmission spectroscopic and all will have to be
taken into account to ensure a maximum reliability related to this type of measurement:
As example, in the case of a strong absorption
(DO> 2.5), the difference of the spectra before
and after the various irradiations could be difficult
to interpret or will have a very weak mathematical significance. It seems obvious not to attempt
to follow the conditions of the protocol related
to the SPF (spreading out a quantity of 1.3mg/cm ²
on a plate with a 6 µ roughness ) if that does not
allow a good sensitivity of the measured curves
but to find, case-by-case adequate quantities allowing to have the most reliable measuring of the
spectrum.
3/The substrate of measurement will have to be
perfectly adapted in quality and roughness. It is a
comparative method determining the curve of
absorption of the same spreading out on a gradually irradiated plate. That limits variability considerably but all the same, it is necessary to stick to
best conditions for a lower variability intra laboratory and more especially by using rigorous plates
because precise measurements are not inevitably
taken again on the same portion of the substrate.
Two types of PMMA plates currently proposed
were compared (10). It clearly was thus shown a
variability definitely improved for the plates manufactured starting from a process of molding
(Helioplate™ HD6)
After having shown the relevance of the taking
into account of a phase of pre irradiation in the
method evaluation of In Vitro SPF (8), the JCIA
made recently a proposal on a method of in vitro
SPF evaluation within the framework of work of
the group ISO TC 217 on the standardization of
the methods. In order to mimic at close as possible what occurs during the In vivo test. It is thus
proposed to spread out on a substrate which
seems to take again a standard topography of the
skin and especially a roughness of 16 µ instead of
6 µ .In addition the products would be irradiated
in a dynamic way with a duration proportional to
protection . As a matter of fact it had already
been offered with an existing specific apparatus on
the market (9).
This brings two comments
There is a sempiternal debate about the dose
of irradiation to apply before testing.. There have
been a proposal to consider the dynamic evolu-

tion of the SPF during its measurement .That requires a constant irradiation of the product while measuring and related to its level of protection.
It seems very tempting and of course closer to the In Vivo testing. However, it has not been establish a better correlation when using such an
way. On the contrary, certain RT or publications (11) treating comparison
of the In Vivo and In Vitro methods and carried out by different laboratories with several types of equipment of which this one did not highlight a
difference nor even a substantial benefit to adopt this approach altogether
very complicated. The adoption of this method would induce a change of
the equipment for most laboratories in the whole world.
It has been forever highlighted any difference with the photo behaviour
of the product related to the quantity spread out in the usual fields of
measurement (0.75mg to 2 mg/cm ²) and additionally, the result being
evaluated by a report/ratio, it seems suitable to spread out a quantity such
as absorption does not exceed a value of 2.
In conclusion, the photo stability is an important factor characterizing
the intrinsic properties of the product It seems very relevant to evaluate.
One cannot be satisfied to consider that photo degradation is taken into
account in such or such In Vivo or In Vitro methods. Photo degradation is a
chemical process which can be estimated only by In Vitro process. It is
undoubtedly the main reason which prevented the development of a
The evaluation of the photo stability should be an essential element even compulsory of the sun protection claim !
method and the need to add this important parameter with other claims.
It however seems logical, even essential, to have the knowledge of this
phenomenon as it is the case for the thermo degradation for new products put on the market. Can we imagine a producer of hair dyes not to
study the behaviour of his formula applied to hair when this one is exposed to the visible light or of the sun and to only consider the colour
after such an arbitrarily defined exposure ??
They are however the same phenomena except that our eyes do not
see the degradation of the filters in UV as they see that of the dyes in the
visible!
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.. News from ISO ….
Next meeting of the ISO TC217 group has been held in Kyoto (Japan) with
a little progress for the different projects.
JCIA, the host have been prepared the meeting with a huge commercial
presentation of its new proposal for the SPF determination the Sisheido SPF
master and new worldwide patented substrate. Some thing quite unusual for
a normalization meeting ! (See patent N°1 P2)
The In Vivo SPF ISO FDIS 24444, leads by France (D Moyal) has been reviewed in its approval stage not far from being published.
The In Vivo UVA DIS 24442 was not expected for any evolution as long it is
expected to be shortly in FDIS stage..
Unless every one agreed from different countries in the last meeting in
Monaco, to advance the vote for In Vitro UVA DIS24443 from December to
~~~~~the item at this meeting and go to the
October, in order to be able to discuss
FDIS stage, only France and Japan did it. So nothing to do than expect, including for US vote, unless they are project leader. The dead line is December
and we just had some remarks from Australia (J Staton ) about the range of
the C values proposed in the method which is too low for certain products in
the proposed method. Every one agreed this rules coming from the original
COLIPA method is just an indication and could be adapt.
In Vitro SPF couldn’t be discuss as long an expert independent group (from
which we are member) is working to find improvements to the existing proposal.
Photo stability has been postpone especially from France delegation but we
start a discussion on working draft for future Water resistance method.

HELIOSCREEN Labs has
recently moved :
New facilities near Paris
The HelioScreen laboratory has been transfer from Marseille to the
suburb of Paris last month.
The real need of more place, the
nearest of Paris and the CdG international airport have been reasons to
move from South to North of France.
During the last years, the development of the laboratory has been focus
at an international level . As a result,
only 30% of the total income is now
realized in France. (Jan-Oct 2010 data)
In Vitro evaluation either for our participation of the development of
the methods and the realization of the testing must be adapted considering the evolution in all parts of the
world because in the same manner,
the products will be proposed in all
parts of the world.
This is why there was a need to be
able to receive people, either customers or representatives, from
every where in an adapted building.
The new facility has been conceived
either for getting best conditions to
allow reliability in our testing and also propose as attractive working
place as possible ,for our staff. The laboratory and office occupy a restored complete
building which is far from being fully occupied.
We have now plenty of opportunities for
extension and developing new proposals but
still in the field of our knowledge.
We are now able to receive all customers
to show how the test is performed even
being audited to make comparison with our
existing or future competitors.
Réglementation

FDA Set to Slather Us With New Sunscreen Regulations,
But Will They Stick?
This October, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) plans to
issue the first new regulations for sunscreen in more than 30 years.
The proposed changes, which would be the final rule to the FDA's
2007 proposed guide, may implement new testing and labeling practices to clear up the confusion over the reliability of the sun protection factor (SPF), and whether products actually do what they advertise, such as lasting all day, being waterproof or qualifying as
sunblock — meaning they protect against both UVA and UVB rays.
Its happen under the sun

Commercial devices measuring UV radiation: a good choice
for the public? - A Pettazzi - Photodermatology, Volume 26, Issue 5,
pages 272–274, October 2010
Commercial devices measuring UV radiation are available on the
market at affordable prices. This work presents the response of six
commercial devices in comparison to UV index measurements and
in relation to the guidelines provided by the INTERSUN program.
Taking everything into account, overestimated or non-standard
data, and ambiguous or incomplete information was found. Instead
of using these gadgets, people should refer to official information
and advice provided by health and weather services.

